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A model for micro-trigeneration systems based on linear

optimization and the Italian tariff policy

Sergio Arosioa, Manfredo Guilizzonia,∗, Francesca Pravettoni

aDepartment of Energy, Politecnico di Milano - Via Lambruschini, 4 - 20156 Milan -

Italy

Abstract

The influence of endogen and exogen variables on the performances of small-

scale trigenerative plants is investigated by means of a simulation model

where the prime mover and the other components are considered as “black

boxes” characterized by their performance parameters. The operating policy

of the plant is not imposed a priori, but it is on the contrary dynamically and

automatically chosen by the model itself using linear optimization techniques.

The “constitutive equations” which formalize the relationships between the

plant components and the energetic and economic target functions are ex-

pressed using linear terms only. By parametrizing the characteristics of the

involved machines and of the end users, such a model allows to evaluate the

influence of each parameter on the performances of the whole system. The

aim is to give useful indications to the manufacturers, designers and end

users in the field of trigeneration. The analysis is performed at two different

level of details: the first one with a simplified version of the model, for a pre-

liminary evaluation of the influence of the most important parameters, the
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second one using the complete model, focusing the attention on the Italian

situation in terms of tariffs for energy and external temperatures.

Keywords: Trigeneration CHCP, Operating policy, Linear optimization,

Sensitivity analysis

1. Introduction

As no direct cycle can reach unitary efficiency, a great deal of primary en-

ergy may be “wasted” in the conversion process. When the end users require

heat in addition to electric power, cogeneration (CHP - Combined Heating

and Power generation) can improve the situation. In a cogenerative system,

the residual heat of the conversion process is recovered for civil or industrial

use. Such benefit has a price in term of complexity and cost of the plant, so

that not in all cases a CHP project is economically feasible and appealing. In

the field of civil applications, when the answer is negative the reason if often

that the system grants a significant saving during the coldest periods only,

when a lot of heat is required. Therefore, a further step can be proposed:

trigenerative systems (CHCP Combined Heating Cooling Power generation,

or CCHP), which are able to satisfy end users demands for electric power,

heating and refrigeration and to give savings all over the year. If properly

designed and realized, trigeneration offers very interesting perspectives both

in general terms [1, 2] and with focus on civil [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] and industrial

use [9, 10]. In the most general description, a trigenerative system may be

composed by a prime mover (Otto or Diesel IC engine or gas turbine) and

by auxiliary machines: a boiler, compression and absorption chillers / heat

pumps, bidirectional connection to the electric grid and - rarely - “hot” and
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Nomenclature

c̃AC cost of the energy given to the absorption chiller [e/kWh]

cFB cost per unit mass of the fuel used in the auxiliary boiler [e/kg]

cFPM cost per unit mass of the fuel used in the prime mover [e/kg]

c̃HP cost of the energy given to the compression heat pump [e/kWh]

cNGS average cost of the fuel supplied to the national power plants [e/kg]

c̃tPM cost of the thermal energy offered by the prime mover [e/kWh]

c̃WI cost of the power bought from the electric grid [e/kWh]

c̃WO cost of the power sold to the electric grid [e/kWh]

COPHP coefficient of performance of the compression heat pump [-]

Ċconv total cost of the conventional system [e/h]

Ċtrigen total cost of the trigeneration system [e/h]

Ċtarget target cost of the trigeneration system including storage [e/h]

Ėconv total primary energy consumption of the conventional system [kW]

Ėtrigen total primary energy consumption of the trigeneration system [kW]

LHWF lower heating value of the fuel [kJ/kg]

L.O.L lower operating limit [kW]

ṀFB fuel mass flow rate to the auxiliary boiler [kg/s]

ṀFPM fuel mass flow rate to the prime mover [kg/s]

Q̇→EU end users demand for heat supply [kW]

Q̇←EU end users demand for heat removal [kW]

Q̇AC←CS thermal power from the “cold” storage system to the absorption chiller [kW]

Q̇CS←EU thermal power from the end users to the “cold” storage system [kW]

Q̇HP←CS thermal power from the “cold” storage system to the heat pump [kW]

Q̇HS→EU thermal power from the “hot” storage system to the end users [kW]

Q̇PM total thermal power produced by the prime mover [kW]

Q̇PM→AC thermal power from the prime mover to the absorption chiller [kW]

Q̇PM→EU thermal power from the prime mover to the end users [kW]

Q̇PM→HS thermal power from the prime mover to the “hot” storage system [kW]

Q̇PM diss thermal power produced by the prime mover and not used [kW]

Q̇R generic cooling exchange [kWh]

Q̇S generic heating exchange [kWh]

RMF reverse metering factor [-]

SCFP % T/C saving from the energetic point of view [-]

SEUR% T/C saving from the economic point of view [-]

T temperature [◦C]

Ẇ generic electric power exchange [kWh]

Ẇ→EU end users demand for electric power [kW]

ẆGR→EU power from the electric grid to the end users [kW]

ẆGR→HP power from the electric grid to the compression heat pump [kW]

ẆPM total electric power produced by the prime mover [kW]

ẆPM % percentile electric power load of the prime mover [-]

ẆPM→GR power from the prime mover to the electric grid [kW]

εAC efficiency of the absorption chiller [-]

εCC efficiency of the compression chiller [-]

ηePM electrical efficiency of the prime mover [-]

ηGR total (conversion and distribution) efficiency of the national power system[-]

ηtB thermal efficiency of the boiler [-]

ηtPM thermal efficiency of the prime mover [-]

ρE maximum peak of power demand over prime mover rated power [-]

Subscripts

MAX maximum achievable value

MIN minimum achievable value

REF reference or rated values, operation at ISO conditions
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“cold” storage systems. It is therefore more complex and expensive than

a CHP system, consequently a very accurate techno-economical analysis is

even more important. The increased complexity of the system reflects also

in a higher difficulty of such analysis: there are truly many variables to be

considered. Among them, the most critical are the end users needs and the

operating policy. The demands should be accurately known in terms of peak

values and shape, hour per hour along the day and the year. The operat-

ing policy has for a long time been fixed “a priori”, bounding the system

to satisfy the electric or the heat requests of the users. Such a choice may

often be non-optimal; therefore many works started to be devoted to the

optimization of the operating policy. In general, two different viewpoints are

adopted: some studies analyse the system and its components in great detail

[11, 12, 13], while the optimization technique in itself is not very sophisti-

cated; in other papers the main focus is on the mathematics of optimization

[14, 15, 16, 17, 18] with a minor description of the system from an engi-

neering point of view. Recently, a few research groups proposed extended

analyses including environmental and legal constraints, together with the

use of storage systems [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25], still with a major focus

on the mathematical model. Scope of this work is to perform an analysis at

an intermediate level: system components are seen as “black boxes” charac-

terized by their operational parameters (efficiencies, operating limits, COPs)

whose dependence from the operating conditions (temperatures, loads) is for-

malized by means of equations which contain the technological information.

The results should also offer some guidelines to set a relative scale of impor-

tance among the single machine parameters (efficiencies of the primary and
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auxiliary machines, operational limits, . . . ).

2. Simulation code

Core of the simulation code is the formalization of a linear programming

problem constituted by:

• a target function to be minimized, consisting of the primary energy

consumption Ėtrigen or operational cost Ċtrigen. The choice of the oper-

ational instead of the total cost or NPV is due to the fact that the

maintenance cost heavily depends on the maintenance policies and

costs, while the costs of the machines is rapidly varying as an effect

of the technological improvements;

• the bounds:

– the energy exchanges among the plant components;

– the dependence of the components parameters on the operating

conditions. The technological specificities of the components in-

tervene here.

Using this approach, the code remains for the most part independent of the

component specificities, so that changes can be easily introduced both in the

single components and in the system configuration.

3. System architecture and model

The two system architectures which will be used for the analysis are both

based on a micro gas turbine as the prime mover, due to the fact that dis-

tributed generation appears to be a very promising field for CHCP and micro
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gas turbines may be an appealing technology for properly designed applica-

tions [26]. The system architectures and the energy exchanges between the

components for the simplified and complete cases are represented in Fig. 1.

The “conventional plant” configuration which is the term of comparison is

constituted by a boiler, an electric compression chiller for cooling and a one-

directional connection to the electric grid. In the case of the “conventional

plant” the energy exchanges are very simple: power goes from the electric

grid to the end users and to the electric chiller. The latter satisfies the cool-

ing needs of the end users, while fuel is supplied to the boiler which gives

heat to the end users.

4. Simplified version

For the simplified case, the two target functions can be expressed as

follows:

• energetic point of view:

MIN : Ėtrigen =
(
ṀFPM + ṀFB

)
· LHWF+

+
ẆGR→EU + ẆGR→HP − ẆPM→GR

ηGR

(1)

• economic point of view (on an hourly basis, which was chosen for co-

herence with the Italian tariff policy used in the refined version of the
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Figure 1: Simplified (a) and complete (b) system architectures.
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model):

MIN : Ċtrigen = cFPM · ṀFPM · 3600+

+ cFB · ṀFB · 3600+

+ c̃WI ·
(
ẆGR→EU + ẆGR→HP

)
+

− c̃WO · ẆPM→GR

(2)

In Italy, due to different taxes, cFPM 6= cFB. The non-SI unit [kWh]

is conserved for some of the quantities because it is very convenient

to use when performing a hourly-based analysis. c̃WO / c̃WI is called

“reverse metering factor” RMF and is always lower than 1.

For the conventional system there is nothing to optimize and the system just

has to satisfy the end users demands:

Ėconv =
Ẇ→EU

ηGR

+
Q̇→EU

ηtB
+

Q̇←EU

εCC · ηGR

(3)

From the economic point of view:

Ċconv = Ẇ→EU · c̃WI +
Q̇→EU

ηtB · LHVF

· cFB·

· 3600 +
Q̇←EU

εCC

· c̃WI

(4)

Ẇ→EU is the net power demand of the end users for their direct use, it does

not include the requests of the compression chiller.

In both energetic and economic cases the constraints which must be respected

in the search for the optimum solution are the satisfaction of the end users

demands, the respect of the operating limits of the plant components, the
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relationships among the energy quantities entering or leaving each component

and the non-negativity (which is required both from the mathematical and

the physical points of view) of all variables apart from the savings. As an

example, the constraints on the prime mover are the following:

ẆPM ≤ ẆPM MAX

ẆPM ≥ ẆPM MIN

Q̇PM ≤ Q̇PM MAX

Q̇PM ≥ Q̇PM MIN

ẆPM = ηePM · ṀFPM · LHVF

ẆPM = ẆPM→EU + ẆPM→HP + ẆPM→GR

Q̇PM = ηtPM · ṀFPM · LHVF

Q̇PM = Q̇PM→EU + Q̇PM→AC + Q̇PM diss

(5)

Q̇PM diss has to be dissipated due to the fact that the simplified model does

not include heat storage systems.

All constraints are expressed in terms of powers, so that the optimal operating

policy can be determined on an arbitrary time interval, within the limit that

the loads and the operational parameters can be considered constant on such

interval.

Input data for the calculation are: the end users demands in terms of electric

power, heating and cooling; the operational parameters of the components

(efficiencies plus minimum and maximum loads, all varying with ambient

conditions); fuel characteristics (LHVF ) and, for the economic optimization,

fuel and electrical tariffs. The values reported in Tab. 1, referring to machines

operating at ISO conditions, were chosen as reference values for the sensitivity

9
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Parameter Value Units

COPHP REF 3.00 / 2.50 -

LHVF 48327 kJ/kg

Q̇PM MAX 170 kW

RMF 0.75 -

ẆPM MAX 100 kW

ẆPM MIN 50 kW

εAC REF 0.70 -

ηGR 0.38 -

ηePM REF 0.30 -

ηtB REF 0.80 -

ηtPM REF 0.50 -

Table 1: Reference values for the input parameters. COPHP REF is fixed at 3.00 when

used as a heat pump, 2.5 when used as a refrigerating unit.

analysis. For different conditions and for operation at partial loads, the values

of the main parameters are corrected using simplified (mainly polinomial)

empirical relationships obtained by interpolation on real data.

From the economic point of view, the tariff system for gas and electric energy

has a primary impact. In the simplified model a rough simplification of the

Italian tariff policy is used, based on four tariff levels l for power (level 1

10
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corresponds to the higher cost):

c̃WI (l) = c1 · l
c2

c̃WO (l) = RMF · c̃WI

cFPM = c3 · c̃WI (1)

cFB = c4 · cFPM

(6)

all of them in [ce/kWh], where c1 = 12 ce/kWh, c2 = −0.6 [-], c3 = 0.3

[kWh/kg] and c4 = 4/3 [-].

5. Refined version

In the complete system the absorption chiller is considered invertible too

and “hot” and “cold” storage systems are introduced. The dependence of

the operating parameters from the temperature is refined, using the real

temperatures of a location near Milan, in Italy, and the real Italian policy is

introduced as the tariff scenario.

5.1. Modifications in the constraints and in the target functions

The relationships giving the dependency of the prime mover parameters

from temperature and loads were refined considering real data. The attention

was focused on gas turbines within the field ẆPM ≤ 500 kW. A series of

power and efficiency curves from different manufacturers were found and

interpolated using polynomial forms, for example:

ηePM (T ) =
(
c5 + c6 · ẆPM

)
· T 2 + (c7 + c8·

·ẆPM

)
· T +

(
c9 + c10 · ẆPM

) (7)

11
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where T is the temperature [◦C] and the coefficients ci were obtained by re-

gression.

Both compression and absorption heat pumps are hypothesized to be in-

vertible, but obviously they cannot satisfy both heating and cooling demand

contemporarily. As no Boolean variable can be introduced to preserve the

linearity of the model, the optimization process (which will be described in

Section 6) is run three times for the spring and summer periods, when both

heating and cooling demands are present. By means of apposite coefficients

introduced in the costraints, a first run is done forcing both components to

offer cooling potentiality, a second one forcing the compression unit to func-

tion as a heat pump and the absortion unit as a chiller, a third one inverting

such roles. The three “optimums” are compared and the best one is chosen

as the true optimum.

“Hot” and “cold” storage systems are introduced as “ideal” ones, with nei-

ther lower nor higher limit to their capacity or to their flexibility of use.

Using them the system can store resources (for example hot water to store

thermal energy and ice or cold water to store cooling potentiality) during

the periods in which the end users demands do not saturate the prime mover

capability. Such resources are then used in the following periods, thus re-

ducing the total consumption of primary energy. As storage systems are not

very diffused in real systems, the refined model was prepared in two versions,

one with storage systems and the other without them, to be able to perform

analyses on both cases. The introduction of storage systems forces to change

the target functions too, due to the fact that in their original form there is

nothing that invites the model to store energy instead of dissipating it. A

12
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suitable modified economic target function is as follows:

Ċtarget =
(
cFPM · ṀFPM + cFB · ṀFB

)
· 3600+

+ c̃WI ·
(
ẆGR→EU + ẆGR→HP

)
+

− c̃WO · ẆPM→GR+

+ c11 · c̃tPM ·
(
Q̇PM→HS − Q̇HS→EU

)
+

+ c12 ·
c̃AC + c̃HP

2
·
(
Q̇AC←CS+

+Q̇HP←CS − Q̇CS←EU

)

(8)

The last two terms are not real costs, the total cost remains Ċtrigen which

is calculated in the post-processing phase and which includes the first three

terms only, as in the case without storage systems. The added terms serve

only to guide the model towards a properly weighted use of the storage

systems.

c̃tPM can be calculated as c̃tPM = 1/ηtPM · cFPM/LHVF · 3600; c11 [-] and c12

[-] are two coefficients whose value has to be lower than 1 (it was fixed to

0.8 here) to keep in account the effects of dissipations, storage costs, etc. on

the value of the stored energy. c̃AC has to be calculated considering the real

costs of the energy used in the absorption chiller, using a simple arithmetic

average:

c̃AC =
cFPM + cFB + cNGS

3
·

1

LHVF

· 3600 (9)

The value of cNGS was fixed to 0.2256 e/kg [27].
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5.2. The tariff policy

The Italian tariff system is very complex, both for the natural gas (which

is the fuel supplied to the prime mover and to the boilers) and, particularly,

for electric energy acquired from / exported to the grid. The detailed de-

scription of the tariffs can be found on institutional or distributors Web sites.

Figure 2 shows a scheme of the different components that constitute the tar-

iff for the purchase of electric energy from the grid. The most important

aspects for the present work are that the tariffs depend on the consumption

(with an impact on the optimization process described in the following) and

that the power tariffs are different hour per hour during the day (the already

cited four-level tariff system) and also between working and festival days.

Figure 2: Scheme for the calculation of the Italian tariff for the purchase of electric energy.
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5.3. Temperatures

The operating parameters of the system components depend on the ex-

ternal temperature, so the prediction of the latter is very important for a

significant analysis. Data on the hourly temperatures near Milan (Italy)

were acquired from the Biometeolab Centre of the University of Milan for

the years 2003-05 and used in season-averaged terms as a part of the “typical

days” identification process.

5.4. Typical days

As a compromise between accuracy, data availability and easiness of use

of the model, a conventional “typical days” approach is chosen to reduce the

number of time periods on which the optimization is performed. Ten “typical

days” (Tab. 2) were identified on the basis of the temperature conditions,

the distinction between working and festival days in the tariffs and the end

users demands.

Code Period N. in 1 year

WW1 working days from 01-09 to 03-14 (winter) 47

FW2 festival days from 12-19 to 03-14 (winter) 39

WM1 working days from 03-15 to 04-28 (spring 1) 30

WM2 working days from 04-29 to 06-16 (spring 2) 33

FM1 festival days from 03-15 to 06-16 (spring) 31

WS1 working days from 06-17 to 09-30 (summer) 65

FS1 festival days from 06-17 to 09-30 (summer) 41

WA1 working days from 10-01 to 11-30 (autumn 1) 43

WA2 working days from 12-01 to 12-18 (autumn 2) 11

FA1 festival days from 10-01 to 12-18 (autumn) 25

Table 2: “Typical days” along the year.
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6. Optimization algorithm

The model and algorithm were implemented using the MatlabR© program-

ming environment and the optimization step in itself is deputised to the built-

in function linprog, which solves the problem using a primal-dual method.

Before the first run, fixed input data (hour of the day, electrical tariff level,

ambient conditions and users demands) are loaded. Then a pre-processing

step is needed to calculate the variable input, for which information is needed

about the system loads (for the efficiencies) and total consumptions (for the

tariffs). “First try” values are given, optimization is performed, and all the

non-fixed inputs are re-calculated using its results. The two steps are iterated

until the differences in the outputs from two successive loops goes under a

chosen value.

A hourly basis is chosen as the time period for optimization, becouse it gives

a sufficient level of detail and it is coherent with the Italian tariff policy. The

results for each period are joined together to give the results on each “typical

day” and then on a whole year.

When storage systems are included, the content of each of them at the ith

iteration is passed as an input for the (i+ 1)th iteration. Due to this im-

plementation of the algorithm, the use of the storage systems is not truly

optimized over all the day / year: in each period the algorithm does its best

using the storage system content in that period; from a global perspective

the storage policy is therefore managed following a sort of greedy algorithm.

The optimum results are compared with the results using the conventional

system so that the energy and money savings can be evaluated. The trigen-

eration system is a superset of the conventional system, therefore the saving

16
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should always be positive or at most zero. When that does not happen and

the calculated savings are negative, the cause is the impossibility for the

model to stop the prime mover in the optimization phase due to the con-

straints involving the lower operating limit. Such distortion is corrected in

the post-processing phase. During the same step, modifications of the opti-

mum solution can also be introduced, if the calculated optimum should not

be technologically viable (for example if it should request too frequent start

& stops of the prime mover).

7. End users

The correct evaluation of the end users demands is one of the core aspects

for the analyses, but at the same time it is one of the hardest tasks. Finding

or estimating detailed and reliable data on Ẇ→EU , Q̇→EU and in particular

Q̇←EU is very difficult. Ad hoc measurements would be the best solution

[28], but it would also be a very long activity, due to the need to average

the data over at least a few years. Data on five end users of different types

(“Hospital”, “Hotel”, “Office building”, “Sporting center”, “Trading center”)

were therefore taken from literature [29] and partially extended and adapted

to make them suitable to test the optimization software and to perform a

sensitivity analysis on the system main parameters. For each “typical day”

the information about the averaged demands was splitted in maximum values

and hourly dimensionless profiles (hour per hour, demand over maximum

demand for that “typical day”). This makes it possible to study the influence

of the profile and of the size separately.

17
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8. Results

In the following, results will be presented and compared with a few lit-

erature indications. It is practically the only viable validation of the model,

apart from the trivial check of comparing the calculated “optimal” operating

policy to other ones which were arbitrarily chosen. The mathematics of the

optimization step was out of the scope of our work, so the built-in MatlabR©

functions were trusted. In fact an optimization model in the trigeneration

field cannot be truly validated against some benchmark cases for which a

well-known solution exists. Up to our best knowledge, no reference model

has been developed up to now too. As for comparison with experimental

data, it would be first of all necessary a statistically significant number of

data sets about experimental cases, all homogeneous in terms of “boundary

conditions” (end users demands, climate conditions, costs and tariffs) and

served by trigenerative plants operating upon different policies. Such data

sets does not seem to be available. Moreover, such comparison would give

a true answer only if some of the experimental operating policy should be

better than the one proposed by the model; otherwise, the model “wins a

battle”, but in theory another, better, policy could still be found.

8.1. Results of the first level of analysis

The first investigated parameter was the ratio ρE between the maximum

peak of power demand and the prime mover rated power. Figure 3 show the

results expressed as per cent savings during one year for the “office building”

end user. The annual per cent saving is calculated as a weighted average of

the single “typical day” savings on the yearly distribution of “typical days”.
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From the energetic point of view the saving is expressed by means of the

SCFP % T/C parameter, defined as:

SCFP % T/C = 100 ·


1−

trigenerative fuel
consumption

conventional fuel
consumption


 (10)

while from the economic point of view the saving parameter is SEUR% T/C

defined as:

SEUR% T/C = 100 ·


1−

trigenerative
operating cost

conventional
operating cost


 (11)

ρE was varyied from 0.1 to 10, the values of the other parameters were kept at

their reference value (Tab. 1). The curves do not pass through the origin of

Figure 3: Office building: Annual % saving trigenerative vs. conventional solution as a

function of the ratio between the maximum peak of power demand and the prime mover

rated power.

the coordinate system: when the prime mover rated power and its ẆPM MIN
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grow too much, the use of the trigeneration plant is not competitive and con-

sequently there are no savings. This effect rapidly decreases with the growth

of the end users power demand (steep rise in the left part of the curves). At

higher values of ρE , it becomes necessary to get more and more energy from

the grid and the boiler, so that the savings tends to zero for ρE going to

infinity.

Subsequently, fixing ρE to its optimum value, the influence of the other main

parameters of the plants components was studied each time varying only one

of them while keeping the other to their reference values. For these analyses

too, the results are expressed by annual per cent saving; results from the

energetic point of view are shown in Fig. 4 for the “Trading centre”. The

economic point of view gives similar results. It can be seen how ηePM has the

most relevant influence on the savings: with the same fuel consumption, its

growth grants more power for the end users, the invertible compression heat

pump or the grid. On the contrary, a higher ηtPM involves two opposite ef-

fects: on the one hand it means more heat to feed the chilling unit (provided

that the thermal levels are compatible) thus reducing the use of the auxil-

iary boiler; on the other hand there may be higher redundancy of thermal

energy. The lower operating limit (L.O.L.) has a very slight impact on the

saving. Concerning the cooling machines, the energy saving falls down when

the COPHP (which is shown in the dimensionless form COPHP/COPHP REF

in Fig. 4) grows. At low COPHPs the cooling needs are better satisfied using

the absorption chiller, while at higher COPHPs such an advantage quickly

decreases because the use of compression heat pump becomes very cheap,

so that trigenerative and conventional plants both use electricity to satisfy
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the cooling demand. On the contrary, the satisfaction of the heating load by

means of a heat pump is an advantage for the trigenerative plant especially

at high COPHPs, because it becomes increasingly favourable compared to

the conventional boiler. Such two opposite effects cause a stationary point (a

minimum) in the SCFP % T/C = f (COPHP/COPHP REF ) curve, but it ap-

pears in an interval of COPHP/COPHP REF values which is meaningless from

the technological point of view. For real plants the first effect only is signifi-

cant. Figure 5 shows SEUR% T/C as a function of RMF and cFPM/c̃WI (1).

This points out the influence of the tariffs policy on the economic appeal of

a trigenerative plant. It is evident the importance of the fuel/electric energy

cost ratio, while the RMF is significant only when the previous is low.

9. Results of the second level of analysis

At the refined level of analysis some results are confirmed, while others

change - particularly the ones which are strongly dependent on the tariffs.

Due to the fact that the storage systems are not very diffuse, results using

the model without them will be presented first. Figures 6 and 7 show two

examples which evidence in hourly terms the influence of ηePM and cFPM on

the economic saving. The independent parameters are varied from 80% to

120% of their reference values. The cost of the trigeneration plant decreases

very much in consequence of an improvement in the prime mover electric

performance when the end user demands implies an high load of the same.

This is reasonable and not surprising and it confirms the results of the first

level of analysis. The saving is much lower when the prime mover is kept at

its L.O.L. just to avoid the plant turning off. The trend is different from the
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one evidenced in the first level analysis, showing how the improvement due

to ηePM is strongly dependent on the tariffs. Therefore, forcing the improve-

ment of ηePM if not a choice which always gives a high payback. Fixed ηePM ,

the importance of the ηtPM variations is definitely lower and it will not be

shown here. Concerning cFPM , results are presented for two particularly sig-

nificant “typical days”. In WW1 the very high heating demand forces to use

the auxiliary boiler to satisfy the thermal load, so that the variations in cFB

has a considerable impact on the total trigenerative costs; during FM1 the

thermal needs are on the contrary much lower and cFB variations are almost

negligible. The correct analysis should also include the conventional plant

cost variation, but for simplicity in Fig. 7 the fuel to the conventional plant

is priced at its reference value. Conventional plant cost is always higher than

trigenerative one, even when considering the lowest and the highest costs re-

spectively. Trigeneration would therefore remain the less expensive solution

also in a coming tariffs rise. Figure 8 shows the annual saving when varying

independently cFPM or cFB. Such results indicate that a possible facilitation

for trigenerative plants could be a tariff decrease for the fuel destinated to

the prime mover, since in similar cases the savings may reach about 45%. To

finish where we started, the last investigated parameter was ρE , which has

a particular importance for an investment analysis. Moreover, some litera-

ture results are available for a comparisons. In all cases the hour-per-hour

analysis brings to the conclusion that an overdesigned prime mover would be

useful during winter only. Moving to the yearly-based analysis, the annual

% savings are shown in Fig. 9 for the “Hotel” and “Hospital” end user. The

first-level results for the “Office building” are also shown. It can be noticed
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the very good agreement in the trend between the latter and the “Hotel”,

from both points of view. From the economic point of view, the second-level

analysis shows a sort of an “M-shaped” curve, at an embryonic stage for the

“Hotel” case while it is very pronounced in the “Hospital” case. Considering

both the end users, the optimum ρE is around 1.2, which is in discreet agree-

ment with literature [13] that reports an optimum value for 1/ρE around 0.7.

Concerning the system with storage systems, an example of cost trend for

trigenerative vs conventional plants is shown in Fig. 10, which presents a

sort of “summary” including results from the models with storage, without

storage and from the conventional one. The storage systems have a beneficial

effect on energy savings, thus giving a long-term benefit (lower primary en-

ergy consumption) and directly an economic advantage: in fact the software

makes choices which differ from the case without storage systems, particu-

larly trying to restrict the use of the auxiliary boiler (because the feeding

fuel is more expensive).

10. Conclusions

A model for automatic optimization, with no aprioristic hypothesis, of

the operating policy of trigenerative plants was developed and implemented.

The plants are modelled as a set of “black boxes” representing the system

components by means of their performance parameters. Relationships be-

tween the plant components and target functions were kept linear, so that

linear techniques can be used to perform the optimization. The model was

developed in a simplified and in a complete version and sensitivity analyses

were performed using both of them, to highlight the influence of endogen
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and hexogen variables on the energetic and economic appeal of a trigenera-

tive plant. The implemented optimization software can already be a useful

instrument for designers and stakeholders of trigenerative plants. Further

improvements of the code may deal with: the inclusion of operation and

maintenance costs, externalities, management costs, etc., and also the au-

tomatic calculation of payback time, investment indicator, etc., if desired;

the introduction of a database collecting several types of prime movers, with

their main technical/economic features, to leave the software free to optimize

also the choice of the prime mover itself, and the evaluation of the environ-

mental plant performances, setting up a detailed analysis about emissions;

the inclusion of the storage system truly within the optimization process,

moving from a hourly-based to a dayly-based optimization.
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Figure 4: Trading center: annual % saving trigenerative vs. conventional solution, opti-

mizing the energetic aspect and varying: (a) the prime mover efficiencies and lower op-

erating limit (expressed as ratio to the rated operating power), (b) the cooling machines

performance parameters.
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Figure 5: Office building: annual % saving trigenerative vs. conventional plant, economical

optimization varying RMF and fuel/electric energy cost.

Figure 6: Office building: hourly operating cost for the trigenerative and conventional

plants when varying the prime mover electric efficiency during typical day WM2.
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Figure 7: Sporting center: hourly cost for the trigenerative and conventional plants when

varying the cost of the fuel to the prime mover, typical days WW1 e FM1.

Figure 8: Sporting center: annual % saving using the trigenerative plant when varying

independently the costs of the fuel to the prime mover or/and to the boiler.
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Figure 9: Annual % saving using the trigenerative plant varying the ratio between the

maximum end user electric demand and the prime mover rated power, from both the

energetic and economic points of view.

Figure 10: Sporting center: hourly cost (typical day WW1) for the conventional, trigener-

ative without storage systems and trigenerative with storage systems plants. The varying

parameter is the cost of the fuel supplying the prime mover.
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